The First English Fairy Book

The author of this book, Andrew Lang, was a Victorian poet, writer, and critic who is best known for his collection of 12 volumes of fairy tales, written in the 1880s. Each of the volumes is dedicated to a different color and is illustrated with beautiful paintings and designs. The series was intended to be a children's collection of stories from different parts of the world, and it quickly became popular.

The first volume, The Blue Fairy Book, was published in 1889, and it was quickly followed by others, with the last volume, The Brown Fairy Book, published in 1897. Throughout the series, Lang drew on a variety of sources, including folk tales, myths, and legends from all over the world. The stories are often characterized by their vivid descriptions of nature and their imaginative use of language.

While some of the stories in the series have been criticized for their stereotypes and cultural bias, the First English Fairy Book remains a beloved and influential work in the world of children's literature. It continues to be enjoyed by readers of all ages and has inspired a number of adaptations and spin-offs, including stage productions, films, and even a series of children's books.
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